For a graph G = (V,E), by N =A +I, we denote the closed neighborhood matrix of G where A and I are the adjacency matrix of G and identity matrix, respectively. The parity dimension of G, denoted PD(G), is the dimension of the null space of N over the field Z2. We investigate parity dimension for trees, graphs and random graphs. (g)
Introduction
The standard domination problem for a graph G=(V,E) is to find a (minimum cardinality) vertex set S c V(G) such that each v E V(G) is either in S or adjacent to a vertex in S (see, for example, [5 
]). The open neighborhood of vertex v E V(G) is N(v)---{w: w E V(G),vw EE(G)}, the set of vertices adjacent to v; and the closed neighborhood of v is N[v]=N(v)U{v}. Thus, S is a dominating set for G when N[v] M S ~ 0 for every v E V(G). More generally, as in [6], S is a k-dominating set if IN[v] nS[ ~>k for all v E V(G). An interesting result of Sutner is that for every graph
G there is a dominating set S that dominates each vertex an odd number of times, an 'all-odd parity assignment'.
Theorem 1 (Sutner [11]). For every 9raph G there exists a subset S C V(G) such that [N[v]nal is odd for every vE V(G).
Sutner's result helped to motivate the following general domination problem defined in [1] . For V(G)= {Vl, v2 ..... vn} to each vi assign a set Ri of nonnegative integers, and we seek to find a set S C_ V (G) Sutner [11] observed that finding the minimum cardinality of an all-odd parity set S is NP-hard. In [1] we presented a linear algorithm for finding the minimum cardinality set S achieving an arbitrary given set of parity assignments for a series-parallel graph, and [2] contains a constructive characterization of trees for which any given set of parity assignments can be achieved. Tree /'1 in Fig. 1 is such a tree; as observed, tree T2 is not.
In this paper we also consider parity assignments, each Ri={1,3,5 .... } or {0,2,4,6 .... }. We will see that each graph G has 2 k all-odd parity sets and define the parity dimension PD(G)=k. Section 2 contains the definitions and basic results. Section 3 considers trees, and it includes the results that for a tree Tn of order n we have PD(Tn)~< [(n-3)/2J and if 0~<k~ L(n-3)/2J then there exists a tree Tn, k of order n with parity dimension k. Section 4 considers general graphs, and it also contains an interpolation theorem. Section 5 considers probabilistic questions.
Definitions and basic results
Let G be a graph with V(G) = {vl,/)2 ..... /)n} and S C V(G). The characteristic column n-vector [el,e2 ..... e,] t has e i = 1 if/)i E S and ei = 0 if vi ~ S. Here we identify vertex set S and its characteristic vector. Thus, letting N be the (binary) closed neighborhood matrix with Ni, j = Every graph has a @parity set, namely the empty set, and by Sutner's theorem every graph has a V(G)-parity set. Thus, we have the following. Proof. By Corollary 1, G has exactly 2 PD(G) all-even parity sets and, by Lemma 2, G has at most 2 n-1 all-even parity sets. It follows that PD(G)~<n-1, and moreover, PD(G) = n -1 if and only every even subset of V(G) is an all-even parity set (and hence every odd subset is an all-odd parity set). It is easily verified that PD(Kn)--n-1. Let G be a graph with PD(G)=n-1. Assume G is not complete, and let uvq~E(G). Proof. By Corollary 2, it suffices to show that if PD(G)= n-2 then G is not connected. We prove this by induction on n. One can verify the conclusion for n = 2, 3, and 4. Assume the conclusion holds for all values less than n. Let G be a graph on n vertices, and let u be a vertex in G and G ~=G-u.
If u is not contained in any all-even parity set of G, then clearly PD(G t) ~>PD(G)---n-2. Since G I has n-1 vertices, by Proposition 1, PD(G')~<n-2 and hence PD(G')=n-2 and G t is a complete graph. Now, every even subset of V(G ~) induces even parity on u in G, hence u is either adjacent to all other vertices or no other vertex in G. In the former case we have PD(G)= n -1, a contradiction, and in the latter case we have G = K1 U Kn_ 1.
If u is in some all-even parity set of G then, by Lemma 1, there are 2 PD(a)-I all-even parity sets containing u and as many not containing u. This implies that PD(G') >~PD(G)-1 =n-3. If PD(G~) = n-2 then as before we have G =K1 UK,-1. If PD(G I) = n -3 then, by the induction hypothesis, G / consists of two components each of which is a complete graph. And u is in 2 PD(a)-I all-even parity sets of G implies that u is adjacent to all vertices of exactly one component of G', completing the proof. []
Parity dimension for trees
As noted, we call a graph G an APR-graph when PD(G)= 0. In [2] we determined which paths and caterpillars are APR-trees. In this section we examine the possible parity dimensions of trees. We first strengthen Observation 1 for trees. 
Theorem 3. If every vertex v in a tree T has odd degree, then PD(T)= 1.

Proof. V(T) and ~b are all-even parity sets, so PD(T)~>I. Assume, there is an alleven parity set S C_ V ( T ) with 0 7 ~ S 7 ~ V ( T ). Assume edge UoVo E E( T ) with u0 E S and voWS, then ISn(N(vo)-uo)l is odd so we can choose ul ESNN(vo)
Theorem 4 (Amin and Slater [2]). If there exists exactly one vertex of even degree in tree T, then T is APR, PD(T)= 0.
Note that path P4 and tree T3 in Fig. 1 each have exactly two vertices of even degree, but P4 is APR and PD(T3)= 1. The darkened vertices in T3 form the unique nonempty all-even parity set. For the star Kl,t by Observation 2 we have PD(K1,2j)= 0 and PD(K1,2j+I)= 1. In general, let U denote the set of end points of tree T. If T -U is a path, then T is called a caterpillar. Let caterpillar T have as its 'spine' (see [7, 9, 10] ) the path T-U=(Ul,U2 ..... uk), and let ni denote the number of end points adjacent to vertex ui of the spine. We observe that the only caterpillars with all vertices of odd degree are those of the form illustrated in Fig. 2 Proof. Let U = {ul, u2 ..... uk} be the set of endpoints of tree T, and let U*= U-uk. To see that the number of all-even parity sets is at most 2 k-1 we will show that if S1 and $2 are distinct all-even parity sets then $1 n U* # $1 A U*. Thus, we root T at uk and assume $1 y~ $2 but S1 A U* = $2 n U*. Then we can find an interior vertex v such that (1), ifx is a descendant of v then either xES1 f~S2 or x~S1US2 and (2) One can verify that each of the three trees on five vertices and six trees on six vertices has parity dimension 0 or 1. Thus, we assume that tree T on n >~ 7 vertices is a smallest counterexample to the theorem. Suppose T has two end points with a common neighbor, say deg(ul)= deg(u2)= 1 with N(Ul)=N(u2)= {v}. Let T* = T -Ul -u2, and we will show that PD(T*)=PD(T). First, note that any all-even parity set S for T has Isn(v, ul,u2)l=O or 3. Let Sl and S2 be distinct all-even parity sets for T.
Observation 2. In a graph G with vertex v of degree d(v) = 1, if N(v) = {w} and S is a (a-parity set then [S M {v, w}l 7 ~ 1.
Assume path
It follows that each S*=SiN V(T*)
is an all-even parity set for T*. As noted, if {ul,u2} C_Si then yES*, and thus S~' ¢S~'. Hence, PD(T*)~>PD(T). Second, for the converse, if S~' and S~' are distinct all-even parity sets for T*, then (1) v £ S* implies Si=S* is also an all-even parity set for T and (2) yES* implies Si=S*U{ul,u2}
is an all-even parity set for T. It follows that $1 and $2 are distinct all-even parity sets for T, and PD(T)~>PD(T*). Thus, PD(T)=PD(T*), and T* would be a smaller counterexample.
Suppose Proof. Consider tree T1 when n is odd and tree T2 when n is even, shown in Fig. 4 .
Observe that vertex v cannot be in any non-empty all-even parity set in T1 or T2. Further, for Ti and /'2 the all-even parity sets are those that consist of even subsets of {vl,v2 ..... vk+l} and the end vertices ui's and wj's adjacent to the vertices in these respective subsets. Hence, PD(Ti)=k, i = 1,2.
Parity dimension for graphs
The next two propositions generalize corresponding results for trees given in Section 3.
Proposition 5. Let G be a 9raph with exactly one vertex u of even deoree and G'=G-u, then PD(G)=0 if and only if PD(G')=0.
Proof. Let PD(G)=0. Assume, to the contrary, that PD(G')#0. Noting that ODS (V(G'), G')=N(u), Theorem 2 implies that there is a set X # V(G') such that ODS(X, G') = N(u). If IX A N(u)l is even then ODS(X t2 {u}, G)= {u} = ODS(V, G) and if it is
odd then ODS(X U {u}, G) = 0. In either case, we have that PD(G) # 0, a contradiction.
Conversely let PD(G')=0. If PD(G)#0 then let Y C_ V be a non-empty set with ODS(Y,G)=0. Note that Y# V(G). If u~ Y then ODS(Y,G')=0, and if uE Y then ODS(Y-{u},G')=N(u)=ODS(V',G'). In either case we have a contradiction that PD(G') # O. []
Proposition 6. Let G be a graph with all vertices of odd degree. Then PD(G)= 1 if and only if there does not exist X c_ V(G) such that induced subaraphs (X) and (V(G)-X) each has all vertices of odd degrees.
Proof. We observe that ODS(V)= 0 and hence PD(G)/> 1. Clearly, PD(G)= 1 if and only if there does not exist a ~b-parity set X, X # V(G) and X # 0. 
If ODS(X)=13 then X= V(G)0 X = V(G)-X is also
Theorem 9. Let G and H be two graphs with no vertices in common, then PD(G + H) = PD(G) + PD(H) + 1 /f both G and H have odd cardinality all-odd parity sets, and PD(G + H) = PD(G) + PD(H), otherwise.
Proof. We note that if X and Y are all-even parity sets in G and H, respectively, then X, Y, and X U Y are all-even parity sets of G +H.
It follows that PD(G +H) ~> PD(G) + PD(H). Let XC_ V(G) and ODS(X,G) =A, and let yc_ V(H) and ODS(XUY, G+H)=B. Then it is seen that BN V(G)=A if ]YI is even, and BN V(G)= V(G)-A, otherwise.
In particular, if X and Y are all-odd parity sets in G and H, respectively, of odd cardinalities, then ODS(X U Y, G + H)= 13 and, by Corollary 1 and Lemma 3, we have
PD(G+H)=PD(G)+PD(H)+ 1. []
Next, we determine parity dimension for cycles Cn, fans F. = Pn +K1, and wheels Wn = Cn + K1.
Lemma 4. Let Pn be a path on n vertices and let X c_ V(Pn) with ODS(X)= V(Pn),
Proof. Let V(P,)={vl, 
PD(W~) =
If if n ¢ 3k and n is even, if n ¢ 3k and n is odd, if n = 3k and n is even, if n = 3k and n is odd.
Proof. We note that for a cycle C., V(Cn) is an all-odd parity set. Thus, Cn has an all-odd parity set of odd cardinality if and only if n is odd. Then, noting that Wn = Cn +K1 and PD(Kn)= 0, by Theorem 9, we have PD(Wn)=PD(Cn) if n is even Proof. When k = n -1 then G consists of a complete graph, and when k = n -2 then G consists of two components each of which is a complete graph. We consider two cases corresponding to whether n -k is odd or even. 
Parity dimension for random graphs
In this section we find the expectation and variance for the number of all-even parity dominating sets of a random graph in fg(n, ½). As a consequence, the expected parity dimension of a random graph in if(n, ½ ) is at most one. We require the following result of Read and Robinson [8] . We also require the following special case of a result of [4] . Observe that in either theorem, the number of such graphs is independent of the set M. 
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Observations
The proofs presented in this paper are all graph theoretic. Not surprisingly, as was noted by a referee, some (but apparently not all) of these results also have nice linear algebraic proofs. Working with G. Zhang and N. Graham we have further results based primarily on linear algebraic techniques. For example, the parity dimension of the k-cube Qk is zero if k is even and 2 k-1 if k is odd. A follow-up paper is in preparation.
